IncuCyte™ ZOOM NeuroTrack™ Processing Overview
The NeuroTrack software algorithm is used to measure the processes of neurons in monoculture or with fluorescent labeling
in co-culture. Unlike high-content imaging systems, which require fixation, staining, and endpoint analysis of cells, the
NeuroTrack system measures live-cell neurite dynamics over hours, days, or weeks using the IncuCyte ZOOM platform.
The user has the ability to tailor Processing Definitions that consistently and effectively analyze a wide range of neuronal
cell types. Optimizing and applying the definitions requires 3 steps: 1) creating an Image Collection, 2) creating a
Processing Definition, and 3) Launching an Analysis Job. As illustrated in Figure 1, the data processing flow is separated
into two distinct phases, the Assay Development Phase, and the Established Assay Phase.

Assay Development Phase
The purpose of the Assay development phase is to create an optimized Processing
Definition which will be the template for analyzing an entire image set. The first step in the
Assay Development Phase is to collect assay data. Next, a small collection of
representative images is selected from that data set to be part of an Image Collection.
This image collection is then used to define and test a Processing Definition. It is within this
Processing Definition that users set the parameters that will be applied to all images within
current and future data sets. Unique Processing Definitions will likely be needed for each
cell type in use, and for each objective. For neuronal studies it is likely you may optimize a
different Processing Definition for short-term and long-term assays. Once the Processing
Definition is established, further modification should not be necessary. The tested,
optimized and saved Processing Definition is applied in the Established Assay Phase.
Established Assay Phase
An Analysis Job can be applied to a pre-existing image set or during experiment scheduling
to run simultaneously with image acquisition. To begin an open-ended Analysis Job, apply
a Processing Definition to an experiment either at the time of scheduling or at any point
during the experiment. In doing so, the IncuCyteTM ZOOM software will analyze any images
in real-time as they are acquired. As a result, users can view, analyze, export, and evaluate
their data as the experiment is ongoing. Alternatively, a user can apply the Processing
Definition to any completed experiment by Launching an Analysis Job.

NeuroTrackTM Metrics - Phase Analysis
NeuroTrackTM provides the following set of metrics relevant to the study of neurite dynamics:

Figure 1: Flow chart illustrating
the IncuCyteTM ZOOM assay
development strategy.

1. Neurite Length- The summed length of neurites that extend from the cell bodies.

Total neurite length

Neurite length/cell body cluster count

Neurite length/cell body cluster area
2. Cell body clusters- An estimation of cell body number in an image.

Count

Area
3. Branch points- An intersection of two masked neurites in an image.
 Total branch points

Branch points/cell body cluster
4. Nucleus count (for cells with a nuclear fluorescent label).

Neurite length/nucleus count

Branch points/nucleus count
NOTE: Metrics are normalized to image area (#/mm 2) in order to enable accurate comparisons
across instruments and objectives
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NeuroTrackTM: Assay Development Phase
Label-free neurite analysis
The neurites of label-free neurons can be analyzed in phase-contrast if neurons are in monoculture. If desired, a fluorescent
nuclear label can be analyzed and used for normalization. Label-free neurite analysis is not recommended for neurons in
co-culture with other cell types, as background texture will prevent accurate analysis of neurites.
Step 1. Creating an Image Collection
1. Make sure the system is calibrated for the 10x or 20x objective. Collect HD-Phase Contrast of your cells every 2-12
hours until assay completion.
a. We recommend a 10x objective for
neuronal cell lines and IPSC-derived
neurons, and a 20x objective for primary
neurons.
b. If using a nuclear label, be sure to collect
images in the appropriate fluorescent
channel.
2. Open the Vessel View and select a representative
image from a later time point in the assay. Create a
new Image Collection by viewing the image you wish
to add and click on “Create or Add to Image Collection”
under the “Analysis Job Utilities” tab in the upper right
portion of the GUI (Screenshot 1).
3. In the pop-up window, select “NeuroTrack” from the
“Analysis Job Type” drop-down menu.
4. Click on the “New” button and give a unique name to
the collection.
5. Under “Required Image Channels”, only the Phase
image channel is selected for a label-free
NeuroTrackTM assay. Fluorescent nuclei can still be
analyzed even if that channel is not selected here.

Screenshot 1: Adding images to Image Collection

6. Continue to add images to the newly created image
collection by clicking on the “Create or Add to Image
Collection” link (Screenshot 1). The image collection
named in Step 2 above will now be the default Image
Collection listed as “Existing”. Select 3-6
representative images from different time points
throughout the assay. Neuronal cultures can change
morphology significantly over the course of an assay.
Adding images from early and late time points allows
neurite analysis at their sparsest and densest.
NOTE: An Image Collection can only contain images taken
at the same magnification. An Image Collection may contain
images from multiple tissue culture vessels. A large image
collection will prolong the development of the Processing Definition.

Screenshot 2: Starting a New Processing Definition
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Step 2. Creating a Processing Definition
1. Start a New Processing Definition by clicking on the “New Processing Definition” link within “Analysis Job
Utilities” tab in the Vessel View, located below “Create or Add to Image Collection” from step 1.2.
2. Select the proper Image Collection and click “Continue” to open the processing definition editor (Screenshot 2).
a. The “Phase Neurites” “Analyze” box will automatically be checked.
b. If a fluorescent channel was chosen when creating the image collection, this channel will also be
checked under the “Nuclei” tab. You can check or uncheck the nuclear label analysis box, if desired.
3. Choose a “Preview Image Collection”
(Screenshot 3) to test your processing
definition. This will default to the image
collection selected in step 2 above.
4. Under the “Cell Body Cluster Parameters”
section, choose the proper “Segmentation
Mode” (“Brightness” or “Texture) depending on
cell type (Screenshot 3). “Brightness” works
best with primary or iPSC derived cells, while
“Texture” works best with low contrast cell lines
such as Neuro-2a.
5. Choose a “Training Image Collection”
(Screenshot 3) to determine the parameters
that will differentiate between the “Background”
and the “Cells” within the phase image. The
“Training Image Collection” may be the same
as the Preview Image Collection.

Screenshot 3: NeuroTrackTM Processing Definition Editor

6. Click “Preview Current” to preview the image on
the screen. Click “Preview All” to preview all
images in the Image Collection.
7. Turn on the cell body cluster mask to see the
phase segmentation (Screenshot 4).
8. Refine the cell-body cluster mask before the
neurite mask optimization. Move the
“Segmentation Adjustment” slider. Moving the
slider toward “Cells” will make the algorithm
more sensitive to masking objects as cell
bodies, while moving the slider toward
“Background” will make the algorithm less
sensitive. Click “Preview Current”, and ensure
cell body clusters are appropriately masked in
the current image. If necessary, re-adjust the
slider and click “Preview Current” again. Click
“Preview All” to view cell body cluster mask on
all images in the collection.

Screenshot 4: Modifying Cell Body Cluster Parameters

9. Continue to refine the mask by adjusting the “Cleanup” parameters and click “Preview Current” to evaluate the
refined mask.
a. The “Hole Fill” setting will fill in any hole of this area or smaller in the cell body cluster mask.
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b. Use “Adjust Size” to increase (positive) or decrease (negative) the size of the mask in pixels.
c.

Adjust “Min Cell Width” to set a lower bound on cell detection.

d. Set a “Cell Body Cluster Area Filter” to assist in setting the minimum or maximum size of an individual
cell body cluster.
10. When you are satisfied with the cell body
cluster mask, turn on the neurite mask and
refine
the
parameters,
if
necessary
(Screenshot 5). The zoom tool (on the right
side of the GUI under “Tools”) may help with
this step.
a. Select the Filtering setting: “Best”
filtering is preferred for Primary and
iPSC-derived neurons; “None” is used
only for plates with a pristine
background (i.e. glass-bottom plates)
and minimal debris.
b. Neurite Sensitivity can be increased to
pick up fainter neurites, or decreased
to prevent debris and background from
being masked. Click “Preview Current”
to view changes. Use the zooming tool
to ensure the neurite mask is not
erroneously labeling background.
c.

Screenshot 5: Modifying the Neurite Parameters

Choose your Neurite Width. For iPSC and primary cells, 1 µm is typically optimal. For immortalized cell
lines, 2 µm may be preferred.

11. Once the parameters are optimized, click “Preview All” to extend those parameters across all images in the
collection.
12. Click through all images to ensure neurites and cell bodies are masked appropriately through the entire
collection. Adjust where necessary, click “Preview Current” to view changes to that image and then “Preview All”
to view changes across the entire collection.
13. Save the Processing Definition (File > Save) with a unique name.
14. If you want to mask a nuclear marker, before selecting nuclei analysis, save the processing definition as a
“phase-only” version of the definition (File > Save). This way you can apply this definition to vessels that were
not imaged fluorescently without having to create a new processing definition. After saving, click the nuclei
analysis box and begin adjustment. After optimizing the nucleus analysis, save the processing definition as a
“green” or “red” nuclear-labeled version of the definition (File > Save As).
NOTE: See the Appendix for details on manipulating the NeuroTrack TM nuclear label processing controls.

15. If you need to modify your processing definition for a new assay (e.g. new cell type, reagents, or density of
neurites), click on “Edit a Processing Definition” link in the Vessel View (Screenshot 1). Make your changes. Be
sure to preview your latest changes before saving. After you are satisfied with your changes, choose File > Save
to replace the original definition, or File > Save As to save a new processing definition and keep the original.
You may choose to save a read-only copy of the processing definition (File > Save as Read Only) in order to
prevent modifications to the file by any user (except the Administrator).
NOTE: A Processing Definition can only be modified for a new assay if the new assay is imaged at the same magnification
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NeuroTrackTM: Established Assay Phase
For label-free neurite analyses
Option 1. (Recommended) Launch an Analysis Job at
the time of Vessel Scheduling Add a New Vessel and
select the appropriate channels required for imaging under
the “Channel Selection” section.
1. Under
“Analysis
Job
Setup”,
select
“NeuroTrack” for Job Type (Screenshot 6).
2. Under the same heading, select
“Processing Definition” (Screenshot 6).

your

3. Name your Analysis Job and add notes
associated with that experiment or job.
4. Under the “Properties” tab, name your vessel,
identify any cell types, and add any notes of
interest associated with the vessel.
5. Determine the frequency of scans on the
Timeline, and click Apply.

Screenshot 6: Launching an Analysis Job at the Time of Scheduling

6. Data will be processed following each scan to
provide NeuroTrackTM Metrics in real-time.
Option 2. Launch an Analysis Job for an existing
vessel
1. Open the Vessel View for the vessel you wish
to analyze.
2. Click “Launch New Analysis Job” under
“Analysis Job Utilities” (Screenshot 7).
3. In the pop-up window, select “NeuroTrack” for
Job Type.
4. Choose the Processing Definition you wish to
use from the drop down menu (Screenshot 7).
The parameters associated with that definition
will populate on the right-hand side of the
window.
5. Assign a unique name to the Job.
6. Select a “Time Range”, “Single Time”, or “Open
Ended” time period to analyze your images.
7. Select the wells you wish to analyze and click
“OK”.

Screenshot 7: Launch an Analysis Job for an existing vessel
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Cell Body Cluster Parameters, Cleanup, and Filters: Phase Analysis
Parameters
Segmentation Mode: Either “Brightness” or “Texture” is prioritized as a means of distinguishing cell bodies from background and
neurites. “Brightness” works best with primary and iPSC-derived cells, while “Texture” best serves neuronal cell lines like Neuro-2a.
Training Image Collection: An image collection required for phase analysis. An algorithm analyzes these representative images
and uses the information to differentiate between background and cells. Using a different image collection will alter the phase
segmentation of the processing definition.
Segmentation Adjustment: A slider that adjusts the parameters to bias the segmentation mask toward more background or more
cells. It is common to push it very far toward Background for primary and iPSC-derived neurons.
Cleanup
Hole Fill: Masks any holes smaller than the given size in the cell body cluster mask. This parameter is never changed from 0 for
NeuroTrack assays.
Adjust Size: Adjusts the size of the cell body cluster mask in pixels by either shrinking the mask (if negative) or growing the mask
(if positive).
Min Cell Width: Defines the size at which cell bodies transition into neurites. 7-8 µm is common for primary/iPSC-derived cells, and
14-18 µm for immortalized cell lines.
Filter
Cell Body Cluster Area Filter: Defines a range of sizes that the cell body cluster can be, and eliminates clusters that lie outside
this range. 60-80 µm2 is a common minimum filter for primary/iPSC-derived cells, and ~300 µm2 for immortalized cell lines.

Neurite Parameters: Phase Analysis
Filtering: Filtering reduces vessel imperfections and debris being counted as neurite. “None” provides no filtering, “Best” removes
background imperfections while maintaining sensitivity to very fine neurites, and is nearly always used with primary/iPSC-derived
cells, “Better” removes more background imperfections at the expense of losing very fine neurites, and can be processed faster.
“Better” is often used with immortalized cell lines.
Neurite Sensitivity: Adjusts the sensitivity to very fine neurite structures
Neurite Width: Tunes the detection to the given width of neurite. 1 µm is nearly always a good choice for primary/iPSC-derived
neurons while 2 µm is usually preferred for immortalized cell lines.
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Appendix

Adjusting the Nuclei Analysis in NeuroTrackTM Processing Definition
For label-free and fluorescent neurite analysis
The nuclei analysis parameters are identical to those found in the Basic Analyzer Fluorescent Processing Editor.
Adjustments to the nuclei analysis will NOT change any of the metrics of the NeuroTrack TM neurite analysis.
1. After you are satisfied with the neurite and cell body masking, select the Nuclei analysis box to begin
optimization.
2. The color of the channel used will automatically be applied after you specify in the prompt window.
3. Click “Preview” before making any adjustments. The default settings are a good start for the Neuro-2a
NucLightTM cell lines.
4. Check the Nucleus Mask box, view the color channel of interest, uncheck the other masks, and choose Overlay
or Blend to best see the nuclei and the segmentation mask.
5. Modify the Segmentation. You may use the hover feature or change the max and min fluorescence levels to
get an idea of the difference (in Calibrated Units) between the background intensity and the intensity of the
dimmest nucleus you want masked.
6. Choose a segmentation type to separate background from objects.
Top Hat Background Subtraction: is useful for assays with variable background intensity and objects that are
not much higher than background. Define a radius that is ~30% longer than your largest object, and set a
threshold above background that your fluorescent nuclei achieve.
Adaptive Segmentation (no background subtraction) similarly is useful for assays with variable background
intensity, but this processing will not visually remove the fluorescent background. If you choose this, make
sure the Threshold Adjustment value is smaller than the difference between the background and the dimmest
object you want to mask.
Fixed Threshold (no background subtraction) is acceptable for assays with background intensity that is
consistently much lower than the intensity of the fluorescent nuclei. If you choose this, choose the threshold
to be lower than the RCU/GCU value of the dimmest nucleus you want masked and greater than the value of
the background.
7. Adjust the threshold adjustment or fixed threshold higher to eliminate dead, dim cells, or lower to capture the
dimmer cells you want included in your nucleus count. For top hat analysis, adjust the radius larger if too many
nuclei are being removed, and smaller if you want to increase the subtraction.
8. After you’re satisfied that the difference between nuclei and background levels is defined, adjust Edge Split.
“Edge Split” is automatically applied because it is often useful to separate tightly packed nuclei that would
otherwise count as one large cluster. However, choosing “None” for Edge Split leads to faster processing time
and can prevent over-splitting. Use the edge sensitivity slider to strike a balance between splitting up different
nuclei and over-splitting multi-lobed nuclei in single cells.
9.

“Adjust Size” changes the size of the mask by the given number of pixels. Filters for area, eccentricity, mean
intensity of nucleus and integrated intensity of nucleus can be used to eliminate unwanted masking of nuclei.

10. After you are satisfied, save (File > Save As) a unique nuclei processing definition for use with your fluorescently
labeled population of cells. You may choose to save a read-only copy (File>Save as Read Only) to lock-down
the processing definition for use with subsequent vessels.
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Fluorescent Processing Parameters: Nuclei
Adaptive Threshold:

A local background level (LBL) of fluorescent intensity is automatically determined across each processed image.

Threshold Adjustment:

A threshold is set this far above (if positive) the LBL in calibrated fluorescence units. Any object that is not greater than
the background by this value will be excluded from the mask. The threshold is never set below (negative) the LBL.

Fixed Threshold:

A single threshold level in calibrated fluorescence units is used across the image, so all objects below this level will be
excluded.

Top Hat:

A background trend across the image is estimated and then subtracted. This method works best for low-density objects.

Radius:

A distance from the center of an object to the background pixels plus about 30% of its length. In case of non-circular
objects, the smallest distance is measured.

Edge split:

Edge split is recommended for separating closely-spaced objects at the weakest signal points between. Greater Edge
Sensitivity will create more splits between cell masks.

Adjust Size:

Adjusts the size of your mask in pixels by either shrinking the mask (if negative) or growing the mask (if positive).

Area Filter:

Defines a range of sizes (in µm 2) that an object can be, and eliminates objects that lie outside this range.

Eccentricity Filter:

Defines how round or compact a nucleus can be, and eliminates objects that lie outside this range. Eccentricity ranges
from 0 to 1 with a perfect circle having a value of 0.

Mean Intensity Filter:

Defines the limits of the mean intensity of an object, (the average pixel intensity in calibrated units), and eliminates objects
that lie outside this range.

Integrated Intensity:

Defines the limits of the integrated intensity of an object, (the summed pixel intensity in calibrated units), and eliminates
objects that lie outside this range.
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